
 

EUROLITE LED KLS LASER BAR FX LIGHT SET  

369,00 € tax included  
Reference: EUKLSLBFX

EUROLITE LED KLS LASER BAR FX LIGHT SET

Bar with 2 derbies, 2 spots, white strobe LEDs, laser (RG, 2M), foot switch

4in1 DMX light effect bar with laser, 2 rotating LED derbies, 2 LED spots and white strobe LEDs
Laser class 2M: does not require additional protective measures or appointment of a laser safety officer
Ultra-light ideally suited for mobile use
Crossbar with integrated DMX control unit and stand sleeve
Comes pre-assembled with practical transport bag
Convenient control via wireless foot switch and IR remote control
2 laser diodes project hundreds of red and green laser beams
2 rotating derbies for mirror ball effects with three bright LEDs (red, green and blue) each
2 spots three bright RGB LEDs (3in1) each
4 white strobe LEDs
37 built-in auto and music show programs that include all 4 effect units
Addressing and setting via control panel with 4-digit LED display
LED derbies and LED spots individually adjustable and interchangeable
Swivel mounting brackets for truss mounting
When fog is used, this effect becomes especially attractive
IEC terminals for power linking up to 8 units
Switch-mode power supply for operation between 100 and 240 volts
Can be operated in 3; 5; 9; 27 CH mode
The device is cooled by cooling fan
Controlling by Stand-alone; DMX; IR remote control; Sound to light via Microphone; Wireless footswitch; Master/slave function
Is in EASY SHOW; Light J Software; EUROLITE LED PC-Control 512 software already preprogrammed
Effect: Multi beam effect; Strobe effect; laser

spotlight

LED: Spot 2 x separate controlling each with 3 x high-power 3 W 3in1 TCL RGB

light effect
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LED: Multi beam effect 2 x separate controlling each with 3 x high-power 1 W RGB (homogenous color mix)

bar

LED: Strobe effect 4 x high-power 1 W CW
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